T he Gear Game

Derek and Trevor are packing for
a paddling trip with some friends.
They open the storage closet and their belongings
fall to the floor. What a mess.

What gear should
they pack?
Help them decide by circling
the gear that is best for a day out on
the water.

T hen, go to the next
page and use the clues to
fill in the blanks.
Read the letters in the blue boxes
to decode a secret paddling message.
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T he Gear Game: Word Scramble

Unscramble each word and write in matching numbered boxes to reveal the
secret message in the blue boxes.
1- SCANSK:

1-

Something to eat in case you
get hungry.

8- ELHEMT:

2-

Protects your head if
you capsize.

2- ORWTH GBA:

3-

9- SPSOCMA:

A rope-filled bag to rescue
paddlers in the water.

Tells you what direction you
are headed.

4-

3- TIWLSHE:

10- THA:

To signal for help in an
emergency.

Helps protect your eyes and
face from the sun.

56-

4- ULSSNSAEGS:
Helps protect your eyes from
the sun.

7-

5- NCUESCRENS:

8-

Helps protect your skin from
the sun.

11- DPF:
Wear it! It can save your life.

9-

6- APM:
Helps you locate hazards,
islands and sites along
the way.

12- DDLEPA:

10-

Propels canoe through
the water.

11-

7- ISTFR IDA TIK:

13- RELAIB:
Used to scoop water out of
the boat.

12-

Supplies to treat cuts
and scrapes.

13-

14- GNRKNIDI REWAT:
Helps you avoid dehydration.

14-

15- OPER:
15-

Used to tie the boat to shore
or to vehicles.

For more information:
www.fishandboat.com
www.acanet.org
www.rbff.org
www.safeboatingcouncil.org
www.boatingsidekicks.com
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Final answer: Be a Safe Paddler!
www.fishandboat.com
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